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Bands
Tension Band 14ga x 3/4"

Tension bands are used to attached tension band to terminal post,
with a carriage bolt.
Heavy Tension Band 11ga x 1"
Heavy Tension bands are used to attached tension ban to terminal
post, with a carriage bolt.

Brace Band 12ga x 3/4"

Brace Band are used to attach rail end, brace rail, truss rod,
tension wire,
and barbed wire.
Heavy Brace Band 11ga x 1"
Brace Band are used to attach rail end, brace rail, truss rod, tension wire,
and barbed wire.

Sign Mounting Bracket 13ga x 1"

An inexpensive bracket used to mount 2 3/8 post to commercial
signs.

Caps/Loop Tops

Dome Cap

Used to keep water out of inner post.

Terminal Bullet Cap

Used to fasten top rail to terminal post. The concave adapter cab
be fastened with a tap screw and positioned any degree.
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Loop Tops

Loop Tops (Also called line post tops or eye tops) are used to hold
top rail or tension wire above line post.

Barbed Wire Arm
Heavy 45 degree barbed Wire Arm

These arms are used to hold three strands of barbed wire at a 45
degree angle.

X-Heavy 45 Degree Barbed Arms

Designed to hold three strands of barbed wire at a 45 degree
angle. This meets the 250 lbs down pull space.

Domestic Heavy Vertical Barbed Arm

Designed to hold the three strands of barbed wire vertically.

Domestic Heavy V-Type Barbed Wire

Designed to hold six strands of barbed wire. This arm meets the
250 lbs pull down spec.
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Domestic Steel Corner Barbed Arm

Designed to hold three strands of terminating barbed wire on each
side of the arm. Corner barbed arm is held in place with heavy set
screws.

Domestic Pressed Steel V-Type Copper Arm

Designed to hold six strands of terminating barbed wire on each
side of the "V" Arm. V-Type Corner arm is held in place with Hoy
Set screws.

Chainlink fence Accessories & Fasteners
Tension Bars

Flat strips of metal that are used for attaching chain link to
terminal post, with aid of tension bands.

Sleeves

Designed to link two joints of top rail together. Sizes 1 3/8", 1
5/8"
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Rail Ends

Made to hold top rail or brace rail at terminating post.

Bottom Rail Clamp

Also called a mid rail clamp or bottom clamp. This two piece clamp
is held together with two 5/16 carriage bolts, and is designed to
hold 180 degrees horizontal rail.

Straight Ties and Pig Rings

Straight ties are used to fasten chain link mesh to frame work. Pig
rings (also called hog rings) are typically-used to fastening chain
link to bottom tension wire.

EZ Twist Ties

Say no more to sore hands. EZ twist ties are quicker, easier, and
Stronger Contractors show a 3 to1 installation advantage.

Galvanized Plate

Designed for mounting post to pie-existing concrete area. Plate is
welded to post.
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Top to floor Adapter

Also called floor flange and wood rail end. Fits 2 3/8

Truss Rod

Designed to hold truss rod in place so it can be tightened also called
truss rod assemblies.

Perlin Strap

12 gax 3/4" two piece strap steel clamp designed to join pipe at 90
degree angles. Used mainly to construction of greenhouses.
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